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Bernard Controls’ team will run the Half-Marathon of Paris next March!  
 
For several years, Bernard Controls has been supporting team spirit and collaborators’ sporting 
performances through the sponsorship of races such as the Marathon of Paris. In the office, a real 
emulation has emerged as more and more employees get on board and regularly take part in sporting 
challenges together. 
 
Sponsor since 2011 of a small number of runners preparing the Paris Marathon, Bernard Controls 
quickly started supporting more accessible races, such as the EKIDEN in 2016, and then the Half-
Marathon of Paris on upcoming Spring 2017. Thus, the EKIDEN offered to the 18 participants (within 
three teams) the opportunity to run 5,7 or 10 km in order to complete the total distance of 42 km. 
With a true team spirit, the three teams won the challenge with flying colours! 
 
Next 5th of March, 9 runners from Bernard Controls will compete against other runners on a 21,1 km 
route for the Paris Half-Marathon, which will combine Paris city landscape to Vincennes green wood 
and nature. 

 

 
We wish them good luck for the training and may the force be with them! 
 

About BERNARD CONTROLS 

BERNARD CONTROLS designs & manufactures electric actuators and control systems for industrial valves’ automation. Global leader 
in the nuclear market, BERNARD CONTROLS is one of the main actors in the global actuation business. 

BERNARD CONTROLS is present all over the world and coordinates its activities within 4 Operating Areas which gathers 16 Operating 
Units in Americas, Asia, Europe and India / Middle- East / Africa. Our 3 Manufacturing Units are located in China, France and in the 
United States. The Group also relies on more than 50 agents and distributors throughout the world.  

Leader in the nuclear market, BERNARD CONTROLS is also the close partner of challenging sectors such as Power generation, 
Water, Industry, Oil & Gas. Its solutions are suitable for all applications from on-off to high duty fast and precise modulating. The 
company’s products & organization have been certified according to main international standards (ISO 9001 - ATEX, INMETRO, EAC, 
IECEX, INERIS, BUREAU VERITAS - CSA, FM, NEMA 7 and 9, TÜV…) and approved by the largest prime contractors & industrial players 
worldwide (ADNOC, ALSTOM POWER, AREVA, BLUE CIRCLE, BUREAU VERITAS, ENEL, EDF, ESKOM, ENGIE, GAZPROM, KNPC, KOC, 
LAFARGE, NIOC, PETROBRAS, QATAR PETROLEUM, SAUDI ARAMCO, SHELL, SOFRESID, TRACTEBEL, TECHNIP, TOTAL, VEOLIA...).  

Paris Half-Marathon Route of 2017 
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